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THE COMBINATORICS OF DIRECTED PLANAR TREES
KATE POIRIER AND THOMAS TRADLER
Abstract. We give a geometric realization of the polyhedra governed by the
structure of associative algebras with co-inner products, or more precisely,
governed by directed planar trees. Our explicit realization of these polyhedra,
which include the associahedra in a special case, shows in particular that these
polyhedra are homeomorphic to balls. We also calculate the number of vertices
of the lowest generalized associahedra, giving appropriate generalizations of the
Catalan numbers.
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1. Introduction
The associahedron, or Stasheff polytope, is a convex polytope whose cellular
structure is determined by the combinatorics of planar, rooted trees. In [S1, S2] Jim
Stasheff used these polytopes to study H-spaces up to homotopy, and in particular
gave a geometric realization of the associahedron inside a cube. The associahedra
appear in many settings in mathematics due to their fundamental definition, and
here we note one instance which is relevant for our purposes, namely, the fact that
their cellular chains may be used to define the operad of A∞-algebras (see [MSS]),
giving a resolution of the associative operad.
In this note, we describe a variation of these polytopes, which originally grew
out of an attempt to model algebraically string topology operations as defined by
Moira Chas and Dennis Sullivan in [CS]. In fact, to do so, an essential ingredient
consists of a model for the Poincare´ duality structure of the underlying space. For
example, in [T], the Poincare´ duality structure was modeled via a non-degenerate,
invariant inner-product with higher homotopies (which were called homotopy inner
products). More generally, if one considers an invariant co-inner product (with
higher homotopies), one may drop the non-degeneracy condition, and still obtain
string topology-like operations; this was defined in an algebraic setting in [TZ].
In this setup one requires n-to-m-operations (i.e. maps A⊗n → A⊗m) for each
corolla having a cyclic order on its inputs and outputs (satisfying the usual edge
expansion conditions). Such an algebraic structure on a space A was called a V∞
algebra in [TZ]. It is our aim with this paper and two follow-up papers to clarify
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the combinatorics of this structure as well as identify operadic underpinnings of V∞
algebras, and furthermore identify the induced space of string topology operations
with other models of this space of operations.
In this paper, we take a first step toward analyzing the structure of V∞ algebras.
Using the combinatorics of directed planar trees with a cyclic order α on their
exterior vertices (Definition 2.1), we define a cell complex Zα, our generalization
of the associahedron, whose cells are indexed by precisely those trees. This is
done using and adding onto the well-known secondary polytope construction of the
associahedron defined by Gelfand, Kapranov, and Zelevinsky (see e.g. [GKZ]). We
show in Section 3, that Zα is homeomorphic to a disk, or more precisely, we show
the following.
Theorem 3.10. The space Zα has the structure of a cell complex where the cells
are given by the subspaces ZT for T in Tα. This structure is a cellular subdivision
of the product of an associahedron and a simplex Knα−1 × ∆kα−1 in Rnα × Rkα ,
each with their own natural cell complex structures.
In the case where there are exactly two outgoing edges, and ` and m incoming
edges (between the two outgoing edges) these polyhedra are precisely the pairahedra
as defined in [T]; see Example 3.4(2) below.
In Section 4 we investigate some of the combinatorics of Zα by studying the
number C(α) of vertices of Zα. We give a recursive formula for calculating C(α)
in Proposition 4.2. In the case where there is exactly one outgoing edge and, say, `
incoming edges these numbers are, of course, well known to be the Catalan numbers
C`−1 = 1`
(
2(`−1)
`−1
)
. In the case where there are exactly two outgoing edges, and ` and
m incoming edges between them, we denote these numbers by c`,m and calculate
them explicitly in Proposition 4.3.
Proposition 4.3.
c`,m =
(
2(`+ 1)
`+ 1
)(
2(m+ 1)
m+ 1
)
· (`+ 1)(m+ 1)
2(`+m+ 1)(`+m+ 2)
In the same way the associahedra Kn are related to the concept of associativity,
our new cell complexes Zα are related to the concept of associtivity together with
a symmetric and invariant co-inner product. For this reason, we refer to our spaces
Zα as assocoipahedra. In fact, in a follow-up paper, we are planning to show that the
cell complexes Zα can be used to define the dioperad V∞, and with this show that
V∞ is a resolution of a dioperad V governing associative algebras with symmetric
and invariant co-inner products. This can then be used to show that the dioperad
V is Koszul. Furthermore, we are planning to show that the induced space of string
topology operations for a V∞ algebra, as defined in [TZ], is homotopy equivalent to
the more topological space of string topology operations defined in [DPR]. All of
these follow-up results will however crucially rely on the fact that the cell complexes
Zα are homeomorphic to disks, which is the content of this paper.
Acknowledgments. The second author was supported in part by a grant from
The City University of New York PSC-CUNY Research Award Program. We thank
Anton Dochtermann for useful comments about this paper.
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2. Preliminaries on Directed Planar Trees
In this section, we define the precise notion of “α-trees,” directed trees that we
consider in this paper. We show that the data of an α-tree T can be equivalently
written as a Stasheff-type tree ST (with one outgoing edge only) and an “essential
spine” ET that keeps the information of the directions of edges of T . Using this
decomposition, we will show in the next section how the set of directed planar trees
can be geometrically realized as a cellular subdivision of a Cartesian product of an
associahedron and a simplex, Kn−1 ×∆k−1.
Let α be a sequence of incoming “ | ” and outgoing “©” labels; for example
α = (©© | | | © |©). Let kα be the number of outgoing labels of α, `α be the
number of incoming labels, and nα = kα + `α be the total number of labels. For
j = 1, . . . , nα, we denote by α(j) ∈ { | ,©} the jth element in the sequence α.
We can obtain an α as above from a directed planar tree with a chosen first
external vertex as follows. Each external vertex can be given an | or © label
depending on whether the adjacent edge points away from that vertex (coming
into the tree) or towards that vertex (going out from the tree); see Figure 1. A
linear order of these external vertices is given by the clockwise order determined by
the plane, together with the choice of first external vertex. We abuse notation by
referring to both these external edges and vertices as incoming or outgoing.
Definition 2.1. An α-tree is a directed planar tree with at least one interior vertex,
such that:
(1) there is a choice of one of the exterior vertices,
(2) the sequence of labels of the exterior vertices as incoming or outgoing ac-
cording to the above procedure, starting from the chosen exterior vertex in
(1), coincides with the given α
(3) every interior vertex has at least one outgoing edge, and
(4) there are no bivalent vertices with one incoming and one outgoing edge.
Note that by (3) and (4), the only permitted bivalent vertices are those with two
outgoing edges. We define a Stasheff-type tree to be a (©| | . . . | | )-tree with 1
outgoing exterior vertex and ` ≥ 2 incoming exterior vertices. We denote the set
of α-trees by Tα.
Remark 2.2. Conditions (1) through (4) imply that the interior edges of a Stasheff-
type tree must be directed toward the outgoing external vertex; every interior vertex
has exactly one outgoing edge.
Let T and T ′ be α-trees. Then, T ′ is called an edge expansion of T , if there are
interior edges e1, . . . , ek in T
′, so that contracting these edges in T ′ yields T , i.e.
T = T ′/(e1, . . . , ek). (Note, that a collapse of any interior edge of an α-tree yields
again an α-tree.) We define the corolla Tα to be the unique α-tree with no internal
edge. Then, every α-tree T is an edge expansion of the corolla Tα.
In the next section, we will define a finite cell complex Zα which is homeomorphic
to a closed disk, such that the cells of Zα are indexed by Tα. In fact, we will give an
explicit geometric realization of Zα as a cellular subdivision of a product Knα−1 ×
∆kα−1 of an associahedron Knα−1 and a simplex ∆
kα−1. Since the associahedron
Knα−1 is of dimension nα − 3, we see that Zα is a cell complex of dimension
(nα − 3) + (kα − 1) = nα + kα − 4 = `α + 2kα − 4.
We now present a way to rewrite an α-tree T in an equivalent combinatorial way,
given by a Stasheff-type tree ST , and another tree, called its essential spine ET .
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Figure 1. An α-tree T , with α = (©| | © | | ©©| )
Definition 2.3. Consider an α-tree T . The underlying Stasheff tree ST of T is the
tree of Stasheff-type, obtained by removing all orientations on the edges, removing
all bivalent vertices (which necessarily have two edges that are outgoing from this
vertex) and replacing these two edges with a single edge. The choice of exterior
vertex of ST (the “root” of ST ) will be the same as for T , and all other external
vertices are incoming vertices with a “flow” to the unique exterior vertex; see e.g.
Figure 2.
Figure 2. The underlying Stasheff tree ST for the α-tree T from
Figure 1
In other words, the underlying Stasheff tree completely disregards the orientation
on the edges of the original tree T , and only has the information of the underlying
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undirected tree of T and the choice of external vertex of T . To recover the informa-
tion of these orientations, we define the spine PT of T as follows. Any two external
outgoing edges of T can be connected by a unique shortest path in T . The union
of vertices and edges of these paths over all pairs of outgoing edges (including their
orientations in T ) will be denoted by PT ; see e.g. Figure 3. There is a canonical
choice of one of the external vertices of the spine PT , namely the vertex with the
first outgoing label in the sequence α. Clearly, placing the spine PT on the Stasheff
Figure 3. The spine PT for the α-tree T from Figure 1
tree ST and directing all edges that are not on the spine toward PT will recover the
tree T from ST and PT .
Since ST has all bivalent vertices removed, it will be useful to do the same for
PT . In fact, we define the essential spine ET of T to be the tree obtained from PT
by removing those vertices which were bivalent in T (and which necessarily had two
outgoing edges in T ), and replacing these two edges with a single edge. We then
give each edge of ET one of three kinds of labels. If an edge of ET is an original
edge of T , then we label it with the orientation provided by T . If an edge of ET is
obtained by combining two edges at a bivalent vertex of T , then the new edge will
be labeled by a new symbol “↔”. Thus, each edge of ET is labeled either with one
of the two orientations of the edge, or with the symbol “↔”. An example is shown
in Figure 4.
More generally, we define an essential spine as follows.
Definition 2.4. An essential spine is a planar tree E, such that each edge is labeled
with one of three possible labels: one of the two possible orientations on its edges
or the symbol “↔.” We require the following conditions for an essential spine:
(1) there is a choice of one of the exterior vertices,
(2) each external edge of E is labeled either with its outgoing direction or with
the symbol “↔,” and
(3) each internal vertex of E must have at least one outgoing edge.
Note, that the essential spine ET of an α-tree T is indeed an essential spine.
Note also, that there is no analogue of item (4) in Definition 2.1, since the essential
spine ET may have bivalent vertices with one incoming and one outgoing edge, see
e.g. Figure 4.
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Figure 4. The essential spine ET for the α-tree T from Figure 1
We call a Stasheff-type tree S and an essential spine E compatible, or more
precisely, (j1, . . . , jk)-compatible, if the underlying tree of E (ignoring the labeling
of the edges) is precisely the subtree of S obtained by connecting the external edges
of S at positions j1, . . . , jk via their shortest paths. This means, in particular, that
E must contain precisely all edges and vertices from S obtained by connecting
these external edges at positions j1, . . . , jk. Again, note that for an α-tree T whose
outgoing labels are at positions (j1, . . . , jkα), the underlying Stasheff tree ST and the
essential spine ET are indeed (j1, . . . , jkα)-compatible. For example, the Stasheff-
type tree ST from Figure 2 and the essential spine ET from Figure 4 are (1, 4, 7, 8)-
compatible.
For α with outgoing labels at positions (j1, . . . , jkα), we denote by
SEα = {(S,E) : S is a Stasheff tree with nα external vertices, and E is
an essential spine which is (j1, . . . , jkα)-compatible with S}.
Then, the above construction of ST and ET provides a map f : Tα → SEα, f(T ) =
(ST , ET ).
We now have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.5. The map f : Tα → SEα, f(T ) = (ST , ET ) is a bijection, where the
inverse f−1(S,E) is given by combining S and E by placing E on S with its induced
labels (either use orientation from E, or introduce a new bivalent vertex for “↔”;
edges in S that are not in E are all labeled as incoming edges).
Proof. First, note that for (S,E) ∈ SEα, (j1, . . . , jkα)-compatibility implies that E
can be placed on S when ignoring the labels. Now, f−1(S,E) is obtained from S
by placing the labels from E on the edges of S, orienting all edges not in E toward
E, and changing any edge with label ↔ to two edges with outgoing orientations
from the new (bivalent) vertex. Note, that f−1(S,E) has bivalent vertices only
when there was an edge in E labeled with ↔, since S had no bivalent vertices to
begin with. To check that f−1(S,E) is an α-tree, it remains to check condition
(3) from Definition 2.1, namely that every interior vertex has at least one outgoing
edge. This follows from the condition of E that each vertex must have at least one
outgoing edge. This shows that f−1(S,E) is a well-defined α-tree of type (n, k). It
is now immediate to check that f ◦ f−1 = id and f−1 ◦ f = id. 
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We now transfer the notion of “edge expansion” to the space SEα of Stasheff
trees S with compatible essential spines E.
Definition 2.6. Let (S,E) and (S′, E′) be elements of SEα. We call (S′, E′) a
formal edge expansion of (S,E) by one edge if either:
(1) S′ = S, and E′ is obtained from E by changing one label of an edge from
a direction to the symbol ↔,
(2) S′ is a one edge expansion of S, and the new edge of S′ does not appear in
the essential spine, and E′ = E, or
(3) S′ is a one edge expansion of S, and the new edge of S′ does appear in the
essential spine, and the new edge in E′ is labeled by a direction (but not
↔).
More generally, (S′, E′) a formal edge expansion of (S,E) is there is a sequence of
formal edges expansions by one edge (S′, E′) (S(1), E(1)) · · · (S(p), E(p)) 
(S,E).
Lemma 2.7. Let T, T ′ ∈ Tα. Then T ′ is an edge expansion of T if and only if
f(T ′) is a formal edge expansion of f(T ).
Proof. Assume that T = T ′/e is obtained from T ′ by collapsing only one edge e.
Let f(T ) = (S,E) and f(T ′) = (S′, E′). If the collapsed edge e does not appear in
the spine of T ′, then E′ = E and S′ must be an edge expansion of S, i.e. (2) of
Definition 2.6. If the new edge does appear in E′, then either it created a bivalent
vertex with two outgoing edges (i.e. (1) of Definition 2.6) or it did not (i.e. (3) of
Definition 2.6), but in either case it is a formal edge expansion. Iterating this for
multiple edges gives the result. 
We call an α-tree T ∈ Tα maximally expanded, if there are no edge expansions
of T . A similar definition applies to (S,E) ∈ SEα.
Lemma 2.8. (S,E) ∈ SEα is maximally expanded iff all internal vertices of S are
trivalent and each interior vertex of E has exactly one outgoing edge.
Proof. The condition on S is necessary since any non-trivalent internal vertex can
be further expanded. So, assume now that S has only trivalent internal vertices.
Now, E is an essential spine (Definition 2.4), so that all edges of E are labeled with
a direction or ↔. The only possible edge expansion of (S,E) occurs by changing
a direction of E to a symbol ↔ (Definition 2.6 (1)). Now, if any of the interior
vertices of E has more than one outgoing edge, then one of these edges can be
changed to a label ↔, giving an edge expansion (S,E′) of (S,E). Thus, (S,E)
is maximally expanded exactly when each interior vertex of E has precisely one
outgoing edge. 
3. Geometric Realization of the Set of Directed Planar Trees
In this section, we define the assocoipahedron Zα, a cell complex whose cells are
labeled by the set of α-trees in Tα. We give an explicit geometric realization of
this cell complex as a subdivision of a product Kn−1 ×∆k−1 of an associahedron
and a simplex, which uses and extends the secondary polytope construction; see
[GKZ]. Our main Theorem 3.10 states that this construction gives a well-defined
cell complex.
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To construct the polytope Zα we first recall how one can construct the associ-
ahedron from a Stasheff-type tree S. There are various (non-equivalent) ways to
construct the associahedron; we refer the reader to [CSZ] for an interesting com-
parison among these constructions. In this paper, we will mainly use the secondary
polytope construction (Definition 3.1) defined by Gelfand, Kapranov and Zelevin-
sky in [GKZ] to parametrize the associahedron; however other constructions would
work as well for our construction; see Remark 3.12 below.
Recall that we have fixed α, which is a sequence of nα many incoming and
outgoing labels, for which we will assume that nα ≥ 3. For ease of notation, we will
simply write n = nα in the next definition. Now, additionally fix a convex n-gon
Q ⊆ R2, given as the convex hull Q := conv(q1, . . . , qn) of vertices q1, . . . qn ∈ R2
such that no three of these vertices are collinear. We assume q1, . . . , qn appear in
this cyclic order in the boundary of Q, and we choose the line segment q1qn as the
base side of Q.
Definition 3.1. Each Stasheff-type tree S can be uniquely represented as a subdi-
vision of Q by non-intersecting diagonals; see Figure 5. Note, that the maximally
Figure 5. The Stasheff-type tree S as the transversal tree from a
subdivision of Q by non-intersecting diagonals
expanded Stasheff-type trees (whose internal vertices are all trivalent) correspond
exactly to triangulations of Q; i.e. a subdivision into n − 2 many triangles whose
vertices are all coming from q1, . . . qn.
Now, let S be a maximally expanded Stasheff-type tree with corresponding tri-
angulation t = t(S) of Q. For each vertex qj (where j = 1, . . . , n), let Start(j) be
the union of triangles in t that have qj as a vertex, and denote by area(Start(j))
its area. Then, we define the vector vt ∈ Rn by setting
vt :=
n∑
j=1
area(Start(j)) · ej
where {ej}j=1,...,n is the standard basis of Rn. With this, the secondary poly-
tope KQ ⊆ Rn is defined to be the convex hull of the vectors vt ranging over all
triangulations of Q:
KQ := conv({vt : t is a triangulation of Q}).
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It is well-known, that KQ ⊆ Rn is an n−3 dimensional convex polytope, which is a
geometric representation of the associahedron Kn−1; see e.g. [GKZ, Section 7.3.B,
p. 237ff].
Using the above construction of the secondary polytope, if T ∈ Tα is a maximally
expanded α-tree, we next define a vector wT ∈ Rkα . The convex hull of all these
vectors wT will be denoted by ∆Q = conv({wT }T ) ∼= ∆kα−1 ⊆ Rkα , and our
polytope Zα will be given as Zα := KQ ×∆Q ∼= Knα−1 ×∆kα−1 ⊆ Rnα × Rkα .
Definition 3.2. Let T ∈ Tα be maximally expanded and write f(T ) = (ST , ET )
for the corresponding Stasheff-type tree ST and essential spine ET ; see Section 2.
Since ST is maximally expanded, there is an associated triangulation t of the nα-
gon Q associated with ST as described in Definition 3.1 and thus there is a vector
vT := vt ∈ Rnα .
Now, using the essential spine ET we define a vector wT ∈ Rkα . Since T is
maximally expanded, each internal vertex of ET has exactly one outgoing edge. If
we cut the tree ET at all edges labeled by ↔, then we obtain subtrees, each of
which has a flow from incoming edges to one of the external outgoing edges of ET
(since each of the internal vertices of ET must have an outgoing edge); see Figure
6.
Figure 6. Decomposition of T by cutting edges with ↔ labels.
Here, a, b, c, d are the areas of the displayed regions, and wT is the
corresponding vector in R7
Thus, the essential spine gives a decomposition of T into subtrees such that each
subtree has exactly one of the kα outgoing vertices of T . Note, that each edge in
ET also corresponds via the triangulation given by ST to either a diagonal in Q or
to one of the boundary line segments of Q; see Figure 6. Thus, cutting the nα-gon
Q along those diagonals yields kα many subpolygons, each of which corresponds to
exactly one of the outgoing vertices of T . Here we need include zero-area segments
as degenerate subpolygons; see e.g. the outgoing vertices 2, 5, or 6 in Figure 6.
For i = 1, . . . , kα, denote by QT (i) the “subpolygon” associated to the ith outgoing
vertex of T , and let area(QT (i)) ≥ 0 be its area. Then, define the vector wT ∈ Rkα
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by setting
(3.1) wT :=
kα∑
i=1
area(QT (i)) · ei
where {ei}i=1,...,kα is the standard basis of Rkα . Then, we define ∆Q ⊆ Rkα as the
convex hull of the vectors wT ranging over all maximally expanded α-trees T :
∆Q := conv({wT : T is a maximally expanded α-tree}).
Finally, for this choice of Q, we define our space to be
Zα := ZQ,α := KQ ×∆Q ⊆ Rnα × Rkα .
In Theorem 3.10, we prove that Zα is homeomorphic to a ball and has a cell
structure reflecting the set of α-trees. This definition of Zα works when nα ≥
3. Note, that for α = (©©), there is exactly one (©©)-tree, which is already
maximally expanded. We thus define Z(©©) := {∗} to be a one-point set.
We can easily determine ∆Q as follows.
Lemma 3.3.
(3.2) ∆Q =
{
kα∑
i=1
xiei ∈ Rkα : x1 + · · ·+ xkα = area(Q), and xi ≥ 0 for all i
}
Proof. To check the inclusion “⊆” note that all vectors wT from (3.1) are in the
right-hand side of (3.2), since
⋃
iQT (i) = Q with zero area intersections, and thus∑
i area(QT (i)) = area(Q). For the other inclusion “⊇” it is enough to check
that the vectors area(Q)ei are in ∆Q for all i = 1, . . . , kα, since ∆Q is convex.
To see this, let S be any maximally expanded Stasheff-type tree. Then we can
construct an essential spine Ei which is (j1, . . . , jkα)-compatible with S by labeling
the exterior edge at the jith position with an outgoing edge, while the outgoing
edges at positions j1, . . . , ji−1, ji+1, . . . , jkα are labeled with ↔, and thus there is a
unique flow to the outgoing edge at the jith position. Note that for Ti = f
−1(S,Ei),
the outgoing vertices at positions j1, . . . , ji−1, ji+1, . . . , jkα are cut at their boundary
line segments in Q, so that ith “subpolygon” of Q is the whole polygon, QTi(i) = Q.
We thus obtain wTi = area(Q) · ei ∈ ∆Q, which is what we needed to check. 
Example 3.4. In the following examples, we fix some polygon Q. Figures 7, 8,
and 9 depict projections of the subspaces Zα of high-dimensional Euclidean spaces
onto their affine hulls.
(1) When α = (©| | . . . | | ) has exactly one outgoing label, kα = 1, we get
that ∆Q ∼= {∗}, so that Zα ∼= Knα−1 is precisely the associahedron; see
Figure 7.
(2) When α = (©| | . . . | | © | | . . . | | ) has exactly two outgoing labels, kα =
2, we get that ∆Q is an interval. Note that α is determined by exactly
two numbers `1 and `2, which are the number of incoming edges between
the two outgoing edges, α = (© | | . . . | |︸ ︷︷ ︸
`1
© | | . . . | |︸ ︷︷ ︸
`2
). In this case Zα is
precisely the pairahedron as defined in [T] for the two integers `1 and `2.
In Figure 8 we display Z(©©| ) (which is an interval K2 × ∆1), Z(©|© | )
(which is a hexagon that is a subdivision of K3 ×∆1), and also Z(©| |© | )
(which is a subdivision of K4 ×∆1).
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Figure 7. The spaces Z(©| | ) ∼= K2, Z(©| | | ) ∼= K3, and
Z(©| | | | ) ∼= K4
Figure 8. The spaces Z(©©| ), Z(©|© | ), and Z(©| |© | ).
(3) Finally, we also display the spaces Z(©©©) ∼= ∆2 and Z(©©©| ) (which is
a subdivision of K3 ×∆2) in Figure 9.
We claim that Zα may be given the structure of a cell complex so that each cell
is labeled by an α-tree T . We now define the cell ZT ⊆ Zα corresponding to the
α-tree T .
Definition 3.5. Let T ∈ Tα be an α-tree which is not necessarily maximally
expanded. Let max(T ) ⊆ Tα be set of all edge expansions of T which are maximally
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Figure 9. The spaces Z(©©©) ∼= ∆2 and Z(©©©| )
expanded α-trees.
KT := conv({vt : ∃T ′ ∈ max(T ), and t is the triangulation of Q
corresponding to the Stasheff-type ST ′}),
∆T := conv({wT ′ : T ′ ∈ max(T )}),
ZT := conv({(vt, wT ′) : ∃T ′ ∈ max(T ), and t is the triangulation of Q
corresponding to the Stasheff-type ST ′}).
When T is a corolla (T has one internal vertex) then KT is equal to KQ, ∆T is
equal to ∆Q, and ZT is equal to Zα. In general, it is clear that ZT is contained in
KT ×∆T and we will see below (Corollary 3.8), that ZT is in fact equal to KT ×∆T .
It will be convenient for us to work with an auxiliary space ΛT in Rkα which we
define here. Let T be an α-tree, and let e be any edge in T . The edge e of T corre-
sponds to a diagonal of the nα-gon Q (which may possibly be a line segment of the
boundary). This yields two separate polygonsQ′ andQ′′ (one of which may be a line
segment) with Q′∪Q′′ = Q and Q′∩Q′′ =diagonal corresponding to e. Furthermore,
the set of outgoing edges of T are subdivided into two subsets by e, whose corre-
sponding basis vectors in Rkα are given by {ei′1 , . . . , ei′k′} and {ei′′1 , . . . , ei′′k′′ } with{ei′1 , . . . , ei′k′}∪{ei′′1 , . . . , ei′′k′′ } = {e1, . . . , ekα} and {ei′1 , . . . , ei′k′}∩{ei′′1 , . . . , ei′′k′′} =
∅. Define the subspace ΛT of Rkα as follows:
ΛT :=
{
w =
kα∑
i=1
xiei ∈ Rkα : x1 + · · ·+ xkα = area(Q), xi ≥ 0, and for each
edge e of T labeled by ↔ we have xi′1 + · · ·+ xi′k′ = area(Q
′), and for each
edge e of T directed from Q′ to Q′′ we have xi′1 + · · ·+ xi′k′ ≥ area(Q
′)
}
.
Note that if e is directed from Q′ to Q′′ and {ei′′1 , . . . , ei′′k′′} is nonempty, then for
w =
∑kα
i=1 xiei in ΛT , we automatically have xi′′1 + · · ·+ xi′′k′′ ≤ area(Q′′).
The next two lemmas will show that ΛT and ∆T are in fact equal.
Lemma 3.6. Let T be an α-tree. The space ∆T ⊆ Rkα is contained in ΛT .
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Proof. Since ΛT is convex, it is enough to check that for any maximal expansion
T ′ of T , wT ′ is in ΛT . By Lemma 3.3, wT ′ satisfies the first two conditions.
If e in T has label↔, then Q gets divided into Q′ and Q′′, which in T ′ get further
divided into regions with areas xi′1 , . . . , xi′k′ . Therefore, the sum of the coordinates
xi′1 + · · ·+ xi′k′ is equal to area(Q′). See Figure 10.
Figure 10. Q subdivided by Q′ and Q′′ via “↔” along the edge e
It follows by a straightforward induction, that any convex polygon with k out-
going edges that is divided into k subpolygons has exactly k − 1 dividing edges.
Thus, if there is a direction from Q′′ to Q′, then Q′ is subdivided into k′ many
subpolygons, while Q′′ is divided into k′′ + 1 many subpolygons; see Figure 11.
Figure 11. Q subdivided by Q′ and Q′′ via an arrow from Q′′
to Q′ along the edge e
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The subpolygon of Q′′ corresponding to the outgoing edge e may thus provide
an additional area from Q′′ to be added to the outgoing edges of Q′. This shows
that xi′1 + · · ·+ xi′k′ ≥ area(Q′). 
Notice that the map that takes max(T ) to Rkα by sending the maximally ex-
panded tree T ′ to wT ′ is not injective in general. In particular, let T ◦ be an
expansion of T obtained by replacing the labels on all but one outgoing edge at
each vertex v by ↔. Let T ′1 and T ′2 in max(T ) be expansions of T ◦. Then T ′1 and
T ′2 yield the same decomposition of Q because none of the the edges of T
′
1 or T
′
2
that do not appear in T ◦ have the label ↔. Therefore the vectors wT ′1 and wT ′2 are
equal. We denote such vectors by wT◦ . We will use the convex hull of all such wT◦
as another auxiliary space: WT := conv({wT◦ | T ◦ is obtained from T as above}).
We use a product of simplices to organize the set of such expansions T ◦ as
follows. First note that, if the vertices of ET are v1, . . . , vp, the set of expansions
T ◦ obtained from T by changing edge labels as above is in bijective correspondence
with the 0-cells of the cell complex ∆ov1−1 × · · · ×∆ovp−1. Namely, for the vertex
vi of T , if all but the j-th outgoing edge is relabeled by ↔ in T ◦, this corresponds
to the 0-cell (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0) of the factor ∆ovi−1 with 1 in the j-th position.
Below, we will define an extension hT : ∆
ov1−1×· · ·×∆ovp−1 → ∆T of the map
that sends the 0-cells of ∆ov1−1 × · · · × ∆ovp−1 to the corresponding coordinates
wT◦ . This map hT will turn out to be a homeomorphism.
Lemma 3.7. The spaces ∆T , ΛT , and WT are all equal:
∆T = ΛT = WT
Furthermore, there exists a homeomorphism hT : ∆
ov1−1 × · · · × ∆ovp−1 → ∆T
which restricts to the map above that sends the 0-cells of ∆ov1−1 × · · · ×∆ovp−1 to
the corresponding coordinates wT◦ .
Proof. We will proceed by checking the following four facts.
(1) There is a continuous map hT : (∆
ov1−1 × · · · ×∆ovp−1)→ ΛT .
(2) The map hT has an inverse map h
−1
T : ΛT → (∆ov1−1 × · · · ×∆ovp−1).
(3) The map hT maps each 0-cell of (∆
ov1−1 × · · · ×∆ovp−1) into ∆T .
(4) The image of hT lies in the convex span of the hT applied to the 0-cells of
(∆ov1−1 × · · · ×∆ovp−1).
From these four facts, all the remaining claims of the Lemma follow, since hT is a
homeomorphism by (1) and (2), and thus
ΛT
(1),(2)
= image(hT )
(4)
⊆ WT
(3)
⊆ ∆T .
By Lemma 3.6, we have ∆T ⊆ ΛT , so each of these containments is non-proper,
which completes the proof.
• To check (1), for each internal vertex vi of ET (where i ∈ {1, . . . , p}) with ovi
outgoing edges, we parametrize the standard simplex ∆ovi−1 with the coordinates
∆ovi−1 = {(ti,1, . . . , ti,ovi ) : ti,1 + · · ·+ ti,ovi = 1, ti,1 ≥ 0, . . . , ti,ovi ≥ 0}.
Using the edges of T , the polygon Q is subdivided into, say, p subpolygons, by
diagonals in Q or by line segments at the boundary of Q. (Compare this with
Definition 3.2, but now using all of T instead of just the essential spine ET .) Line
segments at the boundary of Q labeled with “↔” give subpolygons of Q which are
degenerate, and thus have zero area; see e.g. Q11 and Q12 in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Q subdivided into Q1, . . . , Q12; outgoing coordinates
are marked by x1, . . . , x14; coordinates of ∆
v3−1 (as an example)
are marked by t3,1, t3,2, t3,3
Since T is an α-tree, there is a partial order on these subpolygons together with
the outgoing coordinates given by the directions on T . For example, Q from Figure
12 gives the following partial order:
Q4
vv
!!
Q9

Q1
 
  
Q3
~~
 
Q8


Q2

Q6

Q10

Q5
}} 
Q7
}} !!
Q12

Q11

x4 x6 x7 x2 x3 x8 x14 x10 x13 x9 x11 x12 x5 x1
Note that there are no cycles and that the minimal elements are the coordinates xj .
We define hT by distributing areas of the polygons Qi to the areas of the polygons
appearing right below Qi in this partial order, respectively to the coordinates xj
appearing below Qi in the partial order. In fact, for (ti,1, . . . , ti,ovi ) ∈ ∆ovi−1, if ti,j
is the coordinate for an edge from Qi to Qi′ , then we add ti,j · area(Qi) to the area
of Qi′ . We will denote the area of Qi′ with the added part by area
+(Qi′). Since∑ovi
j=1 ti,j = 1, all of the area of Qi gets distributed to the next polygon or coordinate
xj . Continuing in this way inductively with the newly adjusted “area
+”s for our
polygons, we arrive at our final output numbers x1, . . . , xkα for which
∑kα
i=1 xiei
gives the output under the map hT . Note, that this map lands in ΛT , since for
each symbol ↔, the areas are completely separated, while for each direction arrow,
say from Q′′ to Q′ some of the area from Q′′ may be distributed to Q′, giving the
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wanted equalities and inequalities stated in the definition of ΛT . Furthermore, it is
clear that hT is continuous, as it is given by additions and multiplications.
• To check (2), we explicitly describe the inverse map of hT . Starting from∑kα
i=1 xiei ∈ ΛT , let Q′ be a subpolygon which has no outward pointing direction
to any other subpolygon Qi; for example Q2, Q5, Q6, Q7, Q10, Q11, and Q12, in
Figure 12. Note that cutting along Q′ subdivides Q into subpolygons; call them
R1, . . . , Rq (for example in Figure 12, take Q
′ = Q5 and R1 = Q7, R2 = Q8 ∪Q9,
R3 = Q1∪Q2∪Q3∪Q4∪Q5∪Q6∪Q10∪Q11∪Q12). Denote those coordinates that
receive outgoing directions from Q′ by xi′1 , . . . , xi′k′ , while the outgoing variables
from Rj for j = 1, . . . , q, are denoted by xi′′j,1 , . . . , xi′′j,kj
. We define coordinates
(t′1, . . . , t
′
k′) ∈ ∆k
′−1 by setting t′j :=
xi′
j
xi′1
+···+xi′
k′
, so that clearly t′1 + · · ·+ t′k′ = 1.
We claim that we can repeat this procedure for each subpolygon Rj . First, note
that Rj has exactly the outgoing edges with coordinates xi′′j,1 , . . . , xi′′j,kj
together
with a new outgoing edge that was pointed toward Q′. We want to associate a
number aj to this new outgoing edge so that we can repeat the above procedure for
Rj . From the (in-)equalities defining ΛT , we see that for each label “↔” between
Q′ and Rj there is an equality xi′′j,1 + · · ·+ xi′′j,kj = area(Rj), while for each arrow
from Rj incoming into Q
′ there is an inequality xi′′j,1 + · · ·+ xi′′j,kj ≤ area(Rj). Let
aj := area(Rj) − (xi′′j,1 + · · · + xi′′j,kj ) ≥ 0. (Informally, aj is the “excess area”
that gets transferred from Rj to Q
′.) Thus, the outward pointing edges of Rj
have a total number of aj + xi′′j,1 + · · · + xi′′j,kj = area(Rj) associated with them.
Furthermore, these numbers satisfy the inequalities required in ΛTj where Tj is the
tree that corresponds to the polygon Rj . (This can be seen, because each edge in
Tj determines an (in-)equality, which can be expressed in two ways: one involving
aj and one not involving aj . The (in-)equalities not involving aj are the same as
in ΛTj and in ΛT .) Thus, by induction, we can repeat this process and obtain
coordinates in ∆ovi−1 for each internal vertex vi of T .
Finally we note that the above description is the inverse of hT . To see this,
starting from w =
∑kα
i=1 xiei ∈ ΛT , in the above notation using Q′, R1, . . . , Rq, we
obtain the excess areas aj at each direction from Rj to Q
′. Now, to apply hT , we
need to assign to this the output coordinates ti′j · area+(Q′) = ti′j · (area(Q′) +∑q
j=1 aj), as stated in the definition of hT in (1). According to the definition
of h−1T , we have ti′j =
xi′
j
xi′1
+···+xi′
k′
. Furthermore, since area(Q) =
∑kα
i=1 xi =
(
∑k′
j=1 xi′j )+
∑q
j=1(
∑kj
`=1 xi′′j,`) = (
∑k′
j=1 xi′j )+
∑q
j=1(area(Rj)−aj) = (
∑k′
j=1 xi′j )+
area(Q)−area(Q′)−∑qj=1 aj , it follows that area(Q′)+∑qj=1 aj = xi′1 + · · ·+xi′k′ .
Thus, applying h−1T composed with hT yields the coordinates ti′j · area+(Q′) = xi′j ,
which gives hT (h
−1
T (w)) =
∑kα
i=1 xiei = w.
Conversely, starting from ti,j in ∆
ov1−1×· · ·×∆ovp−1, and applying hT to this,
we obtain, the adjusted areas area+(Q′), and from this the coordinates xi′j = ti′j ·
area+(Q′). Applying h−1T to these gives
xi′
j
xi′1
+···+xi′
k′
=
ti′
j
·area+(Q′)
(ti′1
+···+ti′
k′
)·area+(Q′) = ti′j .
Thus h−1T ◦ hT = id as well.
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• Item (3) follows immediately since wT◦ are coordinates corresponding to max-
imal expansions of T and since ∆T is convex.
• To check (4), note that when fixing coordinates ti,j for all but one internal ver-
tex vi0 , the map hT becomes a map h˜T : ∆
ovi0
−1 → ΛT , which is just an affine map
(given by distributing the area of Qi0 to the output coordinates xj and adding other
fractional parts of areas to those). Thus, the image of such a h˜T is in the convex hull
of the image of the 0-cells of ∆
ovi0
−1
. Let ((t1,1, . . . , t1,ov1 ), . . . , (tp,1, . . . , tp,ovp )) ∈
(∆ov1−1 × · · · × ∆ovp−1) be the coordinates of any element in the domain of hT .
By (3), we know that the images of 0-cells ((0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0), . . . , (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0)) ∈
(∆ov1−1 × · · · × ∆ovp−1) lie in ∆T . Fixing coordinates for v2, . . . , vp, and letting
hT depend only on ∆
ov1−1, we see that the image of
((t1,1, . . . , t1,ov1 ), (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0), . . . , (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0))
also lies in the convex set ∆T . Now, fixing (t1,1, . . . , t1,ov1 ) ∈ ∆ov1−1 as well as any
0-cell in ∆ov3−1, . . . ,∆ovp−1, and letting hT only vary over ∆ov2−1, we see that the
image of
((t1,1, . . . , t1,ov1 ), (t2,1, . . . , t2,ov2 ), (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0), . . . , (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0))
also lies in ∆T . Continuing this way, we see that the element we started with also
maps to ∆T , i.e. hT ((t1,1, . . . , t1,ov1 ), . . . , (tp,1, . . . , tp,ovp )) ∈ ∆T . 
Corollary 3.8. The space ZT is equal to the space KT ×∆T , which is homeomor-
phic to a closed ball Bd of dimension
d = (nα − 3)− (number of internal edges of ST )
+
∑
v: v is internal
vertex of ET
(
(number of outgoing edges of v)− 1
)
.
Proof. Clearly, ZT ⊆ KT × ∆T . Conversely, an element in KT × ∆T is in the
convex hull of tuples (vt, wT ′′), where vt corresponds to a maximal tree T
′ and wT ′′
corresponds to a maximal tree T ′′. Since ZT is convex, it is enough to check that
each such (vt, wT ′′) is in ZT . Since ∆T is equal to WT , the convex hull of {wT◦},
it is enough to check that each (vt, wT◦) is in ZT .
We claim that there exists a maximal expansion T ′′′ of T ◦ whose underlying
Stasheff tree ST ′′′ is equal to ST ′ . To construct such a tree T
′′′ we start with
ST ′ and change the labels of (some of) its edges. Notice first that the underlying
Stasheff trees ST and ST◦ are equal since T
◦ is obtained from T purely by changing
labels of some edges, and so ST ′ is an expansion of ST◦ . To construct T
′′′, label
edges of ST ′ as follows. Edges of ST ′ that correspond to edges of ST◦ are given
the same labels as in T ◦. Edges of ST ′ that do not correspond to edges of ST◦ are
given the unique directions so that T ′′′ satisfies the conditions of Definition 2.1.
Since T ′′′ is a maximal expansion of T ◦, wT ′′′ is equal to wT◦ . And since ST ′′′ is
equal to ST ′ they have the same vector vt. Therefore, (vt, wT◦) is equal to (vt, wT ′′′)
which is in ZT .
The dimension formula follows from the homeomorphism hT : (∆
ov1−1 × · · · ×
∆ovp−1) → ∆T from the proof of Lemma 3.7, since ∆ov1−1 × · · · × ∆ovp−1 has
dimension (ov1 − 1) + · · · + (ovp − 1), while the associahedron KT is of dimension
(nα − 3)− (number of internal edges of ST ). 
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To show that the cells ZT give Zα the structure of a cell complex, we first analyze
how the collection of spaces ZT sit inside the space Zα. Recall that the relative
interior of a set S ⊆ Rm is the interior of S as sitting inside its affine hull, and
there is a similar version for the relative boundary of S.
Lemma 3.9.
(1) Zα is the disjoint union of the relative interiors of ZT over all trees in Tα:
Zα =
∐
T∈Tα
ri(ZT ) =
∐
T∈Tα
ri(KT )× ri(∆T ).
(2) The relative boundary of ZT is equal to the union of all ZT ′ where T
′ is an
edge expansion of T :
rbd(ZT ) =
⋃
T ′ ∈ Tα: T ′ is edge
expansion of T
ZT ′
Proof. For item (1), we need to show that the ri(KT ) × ri(∆T ) are all disjoint
and that Zα =
⋃
T∈Tα ri(ZT ). For the disjoint property, let T and T
′ be any two
α-trees and assume that there is an intersection, i.e. (ri(KT )×ri(∆T ))∩(ri(KT ′)×
ri(∆T ′)) 6= ∅. Then, ri(KT ) ∩ ri(KT ′) 6= ∅ and ri(∆T ) ∩ ri(∆T ′) 6= ∅. The first
implies that T and T ′ must have the same Stasheff tree ST = ST ′ , since this must
certainly be true for the associahedra. Now, by Lemma 3.7, ∆T and ∆
′
T is given
by some equalities and inequalities. Now, in the relative interior, the inequalities
must necessarily be strict, so that ri(∆T ) and ri(∆T ′) have an intersection only if
all edges have the same direction associated with them. Thus, ET = ET ′ , so that
T = T ′. This show that ri(ZT ) and ri(ZT ′) are disjoint when T 6= T ′.
To show the union Zα =
⋃
T∈Tα ri(ZT ) the only non-trivial part is that Zα ⊆⋃
T∈Tα ri(ZT ). Consider an element in Zα = KQ ×∆Q, call it (v, w) ∈ KQ ×∆Q.
Since KQ is the union of the relative interiors of KT , there is a Stasheff tree S,
such that v ∈ ri(KS). We need to find labels (i.e. directions or ↔) on the edges
of S so that we obtain an essential spine E compatible with S and then obtain a
tree T with ST = S, and with w ∈ ∆T . Let E be the tree obtained from S by
connecting all the outgoing edges given according to the labels from α. We label
the edges of E by placing directions or ↔ according to the description provided by
Lemma 3.6. If w =
∑
xiei ∈ ∆Q, and e is an edge in S, subdividing Q into Q′ and
Q′′, and subdividing the set of basis vectors of the space of outgoing edges Rkα into
{ei′1 , . . . , ei′k′} and {ei′′1 , . . . , ei′′k′′ }, then we place↔ if xi′1 + · · ·+xi′k′ = area(Q′), we
place an arrow from Q′′ to Q′ if xi′1 + · · ·+ xi′k′ > area(Q′), and we place an arrow
from Q′ to Q′′ if xi′′1 + · · ·+xi′′k′′ > area(Q′′). We claim that these directions make
E into an essential spine according to the Definition 2.4. Item (1) in Definition
2.4 is immediate by the choice of E. Next, item (2) follows since each xi ≥ 0 (see
Lemma 3.3) and thus the external edges are labeled outgoing or with the symbol↔
(when xi = 0). To check (3), we need to see that every internal vertex has at least
one outgoing edge. In fact, if not, then there is a subpolygon, call it Q′, so that all
arrows are incoming to Q′. Call the other remaining subpolygons R1, . . . Rp, where
Rj has outgoing edges whose basis vectors are {eij,1 , . . . , eij,kj } for j = 1, . . . , p; see
Figure 13.
Since all the edges are incoming into Q′, the coordinates xij,1 + · · · + xij,kj are
less than or equal to area(Rj) for each j = 1, . . . , p. Adding all of these gives
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Figure 13. Q subdivided by Q′ and R1, . . . , Rp
∑
i xi ≤ area(R1) + · · ·+ area(Rp) = area(Q)− area(Q′). Since
∑
i xi = area(Q),
this means that area(Q′) ≤ 0, which is a contradiction. Thus, item (3) from
Definition 2.4 is also satisfied, and we have an essential spine E. By choice, E is
compatible with S, and the corresponding α-tree T = f−1(S,E) satisfies w ∈ ∆T
by the inequalities for ∆T in Lemma 3.7. Thus, (v, w) ∈ ri(KT )× ri(∆T ), showing
Zα ⊆
⋃
T∈Tα ri(ZT ).
We now prove item (2), that the relative boundary rbd(ZT ) is equal to the
union of the ZT ′ of the edge expansions T
′ of T . Since ZT = KT × ∆T , we can
write rbd(ZT ) = (rbd(KT )×∆T )∪(KT ×rbd(∆T )). First, we check the inclusion
rbd(ZT ) ⊇
⋃
T ′ is edge ex-
pansion of T
ZT ′ . If T
′ is an edge expansion of T , then the underlying
Stasheff graph ST ′ is equal to ST or it is an edge expansion of ST . In the case where
ST ′ is an edge expansion of ST , it is well known that KT ′ is in the relative boundary
of KT . Furthermore, ∆T ′ ⊆ ∆T since every maximal expansion of T ′ is also a
maximal expansion of T , so that in this case ZT ′ = KT ′ ×∆T ′ ⊆ rbd(KT )×∆T ⊆
rbd(ZT ). In the case when ST ′ = ST , and thus KT ′ = KT , at least one of the
labels in ET ′ was changed from a direction to ↔. Using the description of ∆T as
the image of hT in Lemma 3.7, this shows that ∆T ′ is in the relative boundary
rbd(∆T ), so that again ZT ′ = KT ′ ×∆T ′ ⊆ KT × rbd(∆T ) ⊆ rbd(ZT ). Taking
the union over all T ′ shows that rbd(ZT ) ⊇
⋃
T ′ is edge ex-
pansion of T
ZT ′ .
Next, we check the other inclusion rbd(ZT ) = (rbd(KT ) × ∆T ) ∪ (KT ×
rbd(∆T )) ⊆
⋃
T ′ is edge ex-
pansion of T
ZT ′ . In the case where we take the relative bound-
ary of KT , it is well known that the codimension one faces of the associahedra are
given by edge expansions of ST by one edge, call the new edge e. Let T0 be the
corresponding tree with the new edge e, but without any direction label yet. In
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some cases e can only be labeled with a unique direction label, giving a new di-
rected α-tree T ′. Since all maximal expansions of T that include e also are maximal
expansions of T ′, we see that the subset of rbd(KT ) ×∆T corresponding to such
an edge expansion is precisely KT ′ ×∆T ′ , labeled by this T ′.
There is a second case, where e may be labeled with either direction as well as
with ↔. (This happens when the two internal vertices on either side of e already
have at least one outgoing edge.) In this case, we obtain two expansions T ′→ and
T ′←, with e labeled with either direction. According to Lemma 3.7, the direction of
e induces one more inequality using an appropriate subpolygon Q′, i.e. xi′1 + · · ·+
xi′
k′
≥ area(Q′) for T ′→, or xi′1+· · ·+xi′k′ ≤ area(Q′) for T ′←, respectively. Moreover,
by Lemma 3.7, ∆T ′→ = ∆T ∩ {w =
∑
xiei : xi′1 + · · · + xi′k′ ≥ area(Q′)} and
∆T ′← = ∆T ∩{w =
∑
xiei : xi′1 + · · ·+xi′k′ ≤ area(Q′)}, so that ∆T = ∆T ′→ ∪∆T ′← .
Thus, the subset of rbd(KT ) × ∆T corresponding to such an edge expansion is
precisely the union of the two spaces KT ′→ ×∆T ′→ and KT ′← ×∆T ′← .
Finally, we consider the subset KT ×rbd(∆T ) of rbd(ZT ). Here, T is expanded
not by an expansion of ST , but by replacing one of the labels of ET from a direction
to↔. Then, define T ′ by letting ST ′ = ST and ET ′ be the new essential spine with
label ↔. Again, any maximal expansion of T with this edge labeled ↔ will also be
a maximal expansion of T ′ and so the subset of KT × rbd(∆T ) given by changing
the label as described above is precisely KT ′ ×∆T ′ .
It follows that in all cases the relative boundary of ZT lies in the spaces ZT ′
where T ′ is an edge expansion of T . This completes the proof of item (2), and thus
of the lemma. 
With all the prior work, we can now state and prove our main theorem.
Theorem 3.10. The space Zα has the structure of a cell complex where the cells
are given by the subspaces ZT for T in Tα. This structure is a cellular subdivision
of the product of an associahedron and a simplex Knα−1 × ∆kα−1 in Rnα × Rkα ,
each with their own natural cell complex structures.
Proof. We define the (d − 1)-skeleton of Zα inductively by taking the union of all
ZT over all α-trees T , whose associated space ZT has dimension (from Corollary
3.8) less than d. Now, if T is so that ZT has dimension d, then by Lemma 3.9(1),
the relative interior of ZT is disjoint from the (d− 1)-skeleton. By Lemma 3.9(2),
the relative boundary of ZT lies in the cells ZT ′ of edge expansions T
′ of T . From
Definition 2.6, it follows, that an edge expansion T ′ of T by one edge exactly
decreases the dimension of ZT by one. Thus, the relative boundary of ZT lies in
the (d− 1)-skeleton of Zα, and we can adjourn ZT as a new d-cell. Lemma 3.9(1)
shows that this gives a cellular subdivision of Zα. 
In addition, we obtain that Zα is independent of some of the choices we made
to define it.
Corollary 3.11. The cell complex Zα is independent of the choice of the convex
polygon Q and the labels of α under cyclic rotation. More precisely:
(1) If Q and Q′ are two convex nα-gons, then the cells of both ZQ,α and
ZQ′,α are labeled by the same set Tα, so that the map (vt(Q), wT (Q)) 7→
(vt(Q
′), wT (Q′)) for T ∈ Tα extended to convex hulls induces a cellular
homeomorphism ZQ,α → ZQ′,α.
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(2) If α = (α(1) . . . α(n)) is a list of labels (where α(j) ∈ { | ,©} for j =
1, . . . , n), and αr = (α(r + 1) . . . α(n)α(1) . . . α(r)) is the cyclic rotation
by 0 ≤ r < n symbols, then there is a bijection τr : Tα → Tαr given by
cyclic rotation of the numbering of the external vertices. Then the map
(vt, wT ) 7→ (vτr(t), wτr(T )) for T ∈ Tα (with its induced map on a tri-
angulation t) extended to convex hulls induces a cellular homeomorphism
Zα → Zαr .
Proof. For (1), assume by induction, that we have defined maps Z
(d−1)
Q,α → Z(d−1)Q′,α of
the corresponding (d− 1)-skeleta that restrict to a homeomorphism on each cell la-
beled by T ∈ Tα of dimension less than d. Now, if T labels a cell of dimension d, then
the cells ZT (Q) and ZT (Q
′), for Q and Q′ respectively, are closed balls of dimension
d by Corollary 3.8, and, by Lemma 3.9, rbd(ZT (Q)) =
∐
T ′ is edge ex-
pansion of T
ri(KT ′(Q))×
ri(∆T ′(Q)) and rbd(ZQ′,T ) =
∐
T ′ is edge ex-
pansion of T
ri(KT ′(Q
′))×ri(∆T ′(Q′)). By induc-
tion, we have homeomorphisms between the boundary (d−1)-spheres rbd(ZT (Q))→
rbd(ZT (Q
′)), which may thus be extended to a homeomorphism of the d-balls
ZT (Q)→ ZT (Q′).
The argument for (2) is similar to the one for (1), since the cyclic rotation
τr : Tα → Tαr given by the numbering of the external vertices respects edge
expansions; in other words, the edge expansions of τr(T ) are precisely τr(T
′), for
edge expansions T ′ of T . Thus, we can extend homeomorphisms of the (d − 1)-
skeleta Z
(d−1)
α → Z(d−1)αr to any d-cell labeled by T as in (1). 
Corollary 3.11 justifies referring to Zα as a cell complex, which we will call the
assocoipahedron, and which depends on an α up to cyclic rotation.
Figures 14 and 15 show these cell structures for certain examples. The highest
dimension cells and codimension one cells are labeled in each case. Compare to
Figures 8 and 9.
Figure 14. The cell complexes Z(©©| ), Z(©|© | ), and Z(©| |© | )
(subdivision of K4 ×∆1)
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Figure 15. The cell complexes Z(©©©) ∼= ∆2 and Z(©©©| )
(subdivision of K3 ×∆2)
We finish this section with a remark on an alternative approach for the construc-
tion of Zα.
Remark 3.12. Although our construction of the assocoipahedron above used the
secondary polytope to construct the associahedron, it would also work with other
constructions of the associahedron. For example, Loday’s construction of the as-
sociahedron, cf. [L1], is given for a maximally expanded Stasheff-type tree S as
follows. To each interior vertex v, associate xv = av · bv the product of the number
of outgoing exterior edges to one side times the number of outgoing exterior edges
to the other side. This gives a vector vS =
∑
v xvev ∈ R# of interior vertices of S by
ordering the internal vertices from left to right, see e.g. [L2, p.4]. An example is
given in Figure 16. The vectors lie in a hyperplane
∑
v xv = const. The convex hull
of the vectors vS then gives another representation of the associahedron Knα−1; cf.
[L1].
Now, an essential spine E of a maximally expanded (S,E) ∈ SEα subdivides the
Stasheff tree S such that each subtree has exactly one outgoing exterior vertex vi,
where i = 1, . . . , kα. For each such vertex vi, we let xi be the sum of all numbers
xv over all vertices v that are still connected to vi after this the subdivision coming
from E. Then, we can define w(S,E) ∈ Rkα by setting (cf. Figure16)
w(S,E) :=
kα∑
i=1
xiei.
This will yield an alternative geometric representation
∆α = conv({w(S,E) : (S,E) is maximally expanded}),
and with this a space Z˜α := Knα−1 × ∆α. It is an easy exercise to see that ∆α
is a kα-simplex and hence Zα and Z˜α are homeomorphic. A full treatment of the
cellular structure of Z˜α using this approach requires an analogous definition of the
spaces ZT as above.
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Figure 16. Realization of Zα using Loday’s construction
4. Vertices of the Directed Planar Tree Complex
In this section, we perform some calculations of the number C(α) of vertices of
the cell complex Zα. For α = (©| | . . . | | ) with n = nα labels, only one of which
is outgoing © and the rest being incoming | , this number is well known to be
the Catalan number C(α) = Cn−2 := 1n−1
(
2(n−2)
n−2
)
. For more general α, we give a
recursive relation for C(α) in Proposition 4.2. We calculate these for the case of
α = (©| | . . . | | © | | . . . | | ) with exactly two outgoing labels © in Proposition
4.3.
Definition 4.1. Let α be a sequence of labels | or ©. Let Zα be the cell complex
defined in the last section. Then we define C(α) as the number of vertices of the
cell complex Zα; i.e. C(α) is the number of maximally expanded α-trees.
The following proposition gives a recursive relation by which we can calculate
C(α).
Proposition 4.2. C(α) satisfies the following properties.
(1) Let α = (α(1) . . . α(n)) be a list of labels (where α(j) ∈ { | ,©} for all
j = 1, . . . , n), and denote by αr = (α(r+1) . . . α(n)α(1) . . . α(r)) the cyclic
rotation by 0 ≤ r < n symbols as in Corollary 3.11. Then, C(αr) = C(α).
(2) Let α = (©| | . . . | | ) have a total of nα ≥ 2 symbols, only one of which
is outgoing. Then C(α) = Cnα−2, where Cn is the Catalan number Cn :=
1
n+1
(
2n
n
)
.
(3) Let α = (©©). Then C(α) = 1.
(4) Let α = (α(1)α(2) . . . α(n)) be a list of labels (where α(j) ∈ { | ,©} for
j = 1, . . . , n). Assume that n ≥ 3, that α(1) =©, and that at least one of
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the α(j) for j = 2, . . . , n is also outgoing, α(j) =©. Then,
C(α) = C(©α(2) . . . α(n))
= C( |α(2) . . . α(n)) +
n−1∑
j=2
C(©α(2) . . . α(j)) · C(©α(j + 1) . . . α(n)).
Proof. To see (1), note that the 0-cells of Zα and Zαr are in bijective correspon-
dence by Corollary 3.11, and thus, C(α) = C(αr).
For (2), note that Zα = Knα−1 (see Example 3.4(1)), for which the number of
vertices are well known to be Cnα−2 =
1
nα−1
(
2(nα−2)
nα−2
)
. Claim (3) follows easily
from the definition of Z(©©) = {∗}.
It remains to check claim (4). Assume that α is as stated in (4), so that in
particular, α(1) =©, i.e. α = (©α(2) . . . α(n)). Let T be any maximally expanded
α-tree, and f(T ) = (ST , ET ) as usual. Then all internal vertices of ST are trivalent.
Note, there are two choices of how the “root” edge of ST (which, by definition, is
the external edge connected to the outgoing edge of ST ) is labeled in ET : either it
is labeled by the symbol ↔, or it is labeled as an outgoing edge.
In the first case, note that the trees T that are possible with a ↔ label at the
root of ST are in one-to-one correspondence with the trees that have an incoming
edge at the root. Thus, the number of maximally expanded such trees is precisely
C( |α(2) . . . α(n)); see Figure 17.
Figure 17. Root labeled with ↔ corresponds to new labeling ( |α(2) . . . α(n))
Now, in the second case, the root of ST is labeled with the outgoing direction
in ET . Since T is maximally expanded, there are exactly two edges that share a
vertex with the root edge of ST and these edges must be directed toward this vertex
in ET . Deleting the root edge from T yields two new trees T1 and T2; see Figure
18. If there are j external vertices in T1 and n − j + 1 external vertices in T2,
then those subtrees correspond exactly to the subtrees with labels (©α(2) . . . α(j))
and (©α(j+1) . . . α(n)) of which there are precisely C(©α(2) . . . α(j)) ·C(©α(j+
1) . . . α(n)) many.
Adding these two choices together gives precisely the claimed number in (4). 
Since C(α) is cyclically invariant in α (Proposition 4.2(1)), it is determined by a
sequence of kα numbers `1, . . . , `kα , where `i ≥ 0 is the number of incoming labels
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Figure 18. A root labeled with outgoing labels broken into a
(©α(2) . . . α(j))-tree and a (©α(j + 1) . . . α(n))-tree
between the ith and the (i+ 1)th outgoing labels; i.e.
α = (© | | . . . | |︸ ︷︷ ︸
`1
© | | . . . | |︸ ︷︷ ︸
`2
. . .© | | . . . | |︸ ︷︷ ︸
`kα
).
For these `i, we call c`1,...,`kα := C(α) the generalized Catalan numbers. We clearly
have that c`1,...,`kα = c`kα ,`1,...,`kα−1 . The precise relation with the Catalan numbers
Cn is given by
c` = C
(
(© | | . . . | |︸ ︷︷ ︸
`
)
)
= C`−1 =
1
`
(
2(`− 1)
`− 1
)
.
For kα = 2, we will show below that c`,m is given by the following formula.
Proposition 4.3. We have:
c`,m = c`+2 · cm+2 · (`+ 1)(`+ 2)(m+ 1)(m+ 2)
2(`+m+ 1)(`+m+ 2)
=
(
2(`+ 1)
`+ 1
)(
2(m+ 1)
m+ 1
)
· (`+ 1)(m+ 1)
2(`+m+ 1)(`+m+ 2)
Before we can prove Proposition 4.3, we first need to prove the basic Lemma 4.4.
Let b`,m denote the numbers from the proposition, i.e. let
b`,m :=
(
2(`+ 1)
`+ 1
)(
2(m+ 1)
m+ 1
)
· (`+ 1)(m+ 1)
2(`+m+ 1)(`+m+ 2)
, for `,m ≥ 0.
The claim of Proposition 4.3 is that c`,m = b`,m. It is immediate to check that in
low cases we have:
(4.1) b`,0 = C`+1, and b`,1 =
(
2(`+ 1)
`+ 1
)
6(`+ 1)
(`+ 2)(`+ 3)
= 2(C`+2 − C`+1).
The numbers b`,m are closely related to the Catalan numbers, as the following
lemma shows.
Lemma 4.4. For p = 0, . . . , N − 1, we have:
(4.2)
p∑
j=0
CjCN−j =
1
2
(
CN+1 + bN−p,p − bN−p−1,p+1
)
.
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Proof. We start with p = 0. Since C0 = 1 and, by (4.1), bN,0 = CN+1 and
bN−1,1 = 2(CN+1 − CN ), this shows that C0CN = 12 (CN+1 + bN,0 − bN−1,1) is
correct.
Next, if (4.2) is true for p− 1, then, for p, we get
p∑
j=0
CjCN−j =
p−1∑
j=0
CjCN−j+CpCN−p =
1
2
(
CN+1+bN−p+1,p−1−bN−p,p
)
+CpCN−p.
Thus the claim follows if we can show that bN−p+1,p−1 − bN−p,p + 2CpCN−p =
bN−p,p−bN−p−1,p+1, or bN−p+1,p−1+bN−p−1,p+1+2CpCN−p = 2bN−p,p. A straight-
forward (but a bit lengthy) calculation of the left-hand side shows that
bN−p+1,p−1 + bN−p−1,p+1 + 2CpCN−p
=
(
2(N − p+ 2)
N − p+ 2
)(
2p
p
)
(N − p+ 2)p
2(N + 1)(N + 2)
+
(
2(N − p)
N − p
)(
2(p+ 2)
p+ 2
)
(N − p)(p+ 2)
2(N + 1)(N + 2)
+2 ·
(
2p
p
)
1
p+ 1
·
(
2(N − p)
N − p
)
1
N − p+ 1
=
(
2(N−p+1)
N−p+1
)(
2(p+1)
p+1
)
(N + 1)(N + 2)
·
(
(2N − 2p+ 3)(p+ 1)p
2(2p+ 1)
+
(N − p+ 1)(2p+ 3)(N − p)
2(2N − 2p+ 1) +
(N + 1)(N + 2)
2(2p+ 1)(2N − 2p+ 1)
)
=
(
2(N−p+1)
N−p+1
)(
2(p+1)
p+1
)
(N + 1)(N + 2)
· (N − p+ 1)(p+ 1),
which is indeed 2 · bN−p,p. 
Note, that the previous lemma gives an inductive proof of the usual recursive
relation for the Catalan numbers:
Corollary 4.5.
N∑
j=0
CjCN−j = CN+1.
Proof. Set p = N − 1 in (4.2). As before, using (4.1), we have that b0,N = CN+1
and b1,N−1 = 2(CN+1 − CN ). Thus, from (4.2) in Lemma 4.4, we get:
N∑
j=0
CjCN−j =
N−1∑
j=0
CjCN−j + CN =
1
2
(CN+1 + b1,N−1 − b0,N ) + CN = CN+1.
This concludes the proof. 
We are now ready to prove Proposition 4.3.
Proof of Proposition 4.3. For the proof, we will not use the recursive relation for
c`,m from Proposition 4.2, but we will first give a different recursive relation, which
works only for α with two outgoing labels kα = 2, but has the advantage that we
will be able to solve it explicitly.
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Let T be a maximally expanded α-tree, with α = (© | | . . . | |︸ ︷︷ ︸
`
© | | . . . | |︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
).
Then, ET has exactly one label ↔, which must separate the two outgoing edges as
in Figure 19, where we have placed the starting outgoing label to the far left.
Figure 19. α-tree T with exactly one label ↔ on ET . The cir-
cles represent trees with only trivalent internal vertices and with
directions given by a unique outward flow. There are ` incoming
edges from the top, and m incoming edges from the bottom.
We can convert this tree to a Stasheff-type tree with two more inputs as follows.
Connect an edge at the edge labeled with↔, and make it the unique outgoing edge.
We obtain a tree as depicted in Figure 20.
Figure 20. A new Stasheff-type tree obtained from the α-tree
by adding one more external edge, which will be marked as an
outgoing edge
The new edge may appear at any position i = 1, . . . ,m starting from the leftmost
edge (which was the chosen first outgoing in T ). Note, that in this manner, we
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obtain a tree with ` + m + 2 incoming edges, of which there are exactly c`+m+2
many. However, this over-counts the number of trees we are interested in. Some of
the trees that we counted in c`+m+2 do not appear as the modification of trees with
exactly two outputs described above. These are the ones depicted in Figure 21,
where the corresponding edge labeled ↔ would not divide the two outgoing edges
of the original α-tree T .
Figure 21. Stasheff-type trees that will not appear by adding a
new outgoing edge. In these cases the original outgoing edges of
T are not separated by the ↔-labeled edge. There are j incoming
edges on one side in either case, where either j = 1, . . . , i on the
left, or j = 1, . . . ,m− i on the right.
The possibilities depicted on the left in Figure 21 can be counted as cj ·c`+m+2−j ,
where j = 1, . . . , i. The possibilities depicted on the right in Figure 21 can be
counted as c`+m+2−j · cj , where j = 1, . . .m− i. We thus obtain a total number of
maximally expanded α-trees to be:
c`,m =
m∑
i=0
(
c`+m+2 −
i∑
j=1
cj · c`+m+2−j −
m−i∑
j=1
c`+m+2−j · cj
)
= (m+ 1)c`+m+2 −
m∑
i=0
( i∑
j=1
cj · c`+m+2−j +
m−i∑
j=1
c`+m+2−j · cj
)
.
In particular, for m = 0, we get c`,0 = c`+2 = b`,0 for all ` ≥ 0. The claim of the
proposition, namely that c`,m = b`,m for all m ≥ 0, thus follows from the following
claim (4.3):
(4.3)
∀m ≥ 1, ` ≥ 0 :
m∑
i=0
( i∑
j=1
cj ·c`+m+2−j+
m−i∑
j=1
c`+m+2−j ·cj
)
= (m+1)c`+m+2−b`,m
We prove (4.3) by induction on m. For m = 1 and any ` ≥ 0, the left-hand
side of (4.3) becomes (0 + c`+1+2−1c1) + (c1c`+1+2−1 + 0) = 2c`+2. Noting that
b`,1 = 2(C`+2−C`+1) = 2(c`+3−c`+2), we see that the right-hand side is also 2c`+2.
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Assume now that (4.3) holds for m− 1 and any ` ≥ 0. Then the left hand side
of (4.3) can be evaluated as
m−1∑
i=0
( i∑
j=1
cj · c`+m+2−j +
m−1−i∑
j=1
c`+m+2−j · cj
)
+
( m∑
j=1
cj · c`+m+2−j
)
+
(m−1∑
i=0
c`+m+2−(m−i) · cm−i
)
= (m · c`+m+2 − b`+1,m−1) + 2
( m∑
j=1
cjc`+m+2−j
)
= m · c`+m+2 − b`+1,m−1 + 2
(m−1∑
j=0
CjC`+m−j
)
(4.2)
= m · c`+m+2 − b`+1,m−1 + (C`+m+1 + b`+1,m−1 − b`,m)
= (m+ 1) · c`+m+2 − b`,m.
This proves the inductive step and thus proves the claim (4.3) for all m and `. 
Remark 4.6. It would be interesting to have a formula for c`1,`2,`3 similar to
the one for c`1,`2 in Proposition 4.3. Preliminary computations in this direction
(yielding e.g. c`,1,0 = c`+2
(`+1)12(7`2+38`+50)
(`+3)(`+4)(`+5) ) indicate, that such a formula is more
intricate than the one in Proposition 4.3.
In fact, more than this—a closed formula for all c`1,...,`k—would be of interest.
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